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This paper reports some recent results in the theory of generalized para-

metric surfaces. The object of this theory, introduced by Young in [18], is

to generalize the elementary notions of parametric surface in such a way that

a general principle of minimum holds for surface integral variational problems

in parametric form. Since nonregular problems are not excluded, the notion

of generalized parametric surface is of necessity more general than the usual

concepts of surface, involving in many instances both a track (surface in the

ordinary sense, possibly mildly discontinuous) and a linear average over a

space of Jacobian matrices at each point of the track (for ordinary surfaces

the average is the trivial one in which the normal has weight one and all

others weight zero) (2).

In this paper, we first introduce abstract notions of boundary and track,

defined for all non-negative linear functionals L on a certain linear space.

Since, in particular, every generalized parametric surface is such a linear

functional, these definitions apply to all generalized parametric surfaces. We

next specialize to admit only boundaries which correspond in a certain way to

boundary curves in the sense of classical analysis, and characterize the set of

all L with boundary in this class. Finally, we specialize further by imposing

a condition of indecomposibility with respect to the boundary.

As an application, some conditions are established for equivalence of in-

definite variation problems which have fixed boundary conditions with posi-

tive definite problems.

1. Introduction. The main definitions and results of the paper are out-

lined in this section. Details and auxiliary results are left to later sections.

Let Em im ^ 3) denote the space of all continuous functions /(x, /) of

an m-dimensional vector x=[x1, • • • , xm] and an mXm skew-symmetric

matrix /= [/"] of rank 2 which satisfy the homogeneity condition /(x, kJ)

= A/(x, /) for A ̂  0. A mapping x(«, v) from the square U: [0 Su SX ; OSv S X]

to »i-space Rm is termed a Dirichlet iparamelric) representation if:

(1) x(m, v) is absolutely continuous in Tonelli's sense; and

(2) ffu [xl+x2 ]dudv < =o.

Presented to the Society, September 2, 1952; received by the editors February 23, 1953

(') A number of the results presented here also appear in the first author's Ph.D. Thesis

at the University of Wisconsin, August 1951.

(2) The notion of generalized parametric surface is in many respects analogous to that of

generalized curve and generalized nonparametric surface introduced a few years ago by Young

[14; 15; 16] (cf. also McShane [lO]).
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Let J(», v) denote the matrix of Jacobians x«x* —xMx„ of the partial trans-

formations xr = xr(w, v), xs=x"iu, v) of x(w, v). For convenience we refer to

/(», v) simply as the Jacobian of x(w, v).

Since it is variational problems involving surface integrals which motivate

our theory, we begin, as in [18], with a notion of surface expressed directly

in terms of these integrals, rather than the more familiar notion of Fréchet

surface: A Dirichlet iparametric) surface with Dirichlet representation x(», v)

is the non-negative linear functional L defined, for all/in Em, by the surface

integral

(L, f) =   I   I /[*(*• »)■ Ji», v)]dudv.

In this paper the symbol L represents in general an arbitrary non-negative

linear functional on Em, of which every Dirichlet surface and, more generally,

every classical parametric surface is a particular case. As notion of con-

vergence of linear functionals L we use as in [18] w* convergence, i.e., con-

vergence of the numbers (L,f) for all/. As used in [18], the notion of general-

ized parametric surface is equivalent to that of non-negative linear L.

We call exact integrands those </> in Em for which the surface integral (L, </>)

vanishes whenever L is a closed polyhedron. We define the generalized bound-

ary (abbreviated g-boundary) for an arbitrary non-negative linear L to be

the linear functional X(L) obtained by restricting the domain of L to exact

integrands(3). The g-boundary is a generalization of line integration around

a boundary curve, paths traversed in opposite senses being allowed to cancel.

Similarly, we define the generalized track of L to be the restriction of L to

integrands / which are linear in the variable J.

A g-boundary X is called admissible if X =X(L) for some Dirichlet surface L.

(1.1) Theorem. Let X0 be admissible. Then a necessary and sufficient condi-

tion that Lo have g-boundary X(L0) =Xo is that Lo be the w* limit of a sequence of

linear combinations 2Z.^j^i with positive coefficients k¡ of Dirichlet surfaces L¡

with \(Lj) =Vjko, where each v¡ is a positive integer and /,A,p,= 1. In the par-

ticular case when the dimension m of x-space Rm is 3, one can suppose further

that all Vj=X.

We term L closed if X(L)=0. L^O is basic closed if L=Li+L2 with Zx, L2

closed implies Li = kL for some A, O^A^l. If X(L)=X?í0, L is termed basic

(X) if L is an extreme point of the set of all functionals with g-boundary X.

(1.2) Theorem. Suppose m = 3. Then -î/X^O is admissible and Lo is basic

(X), Lo is the w* limit of a sequence of Dirichlet surfaces with g-boundary X.

In stating the analogue of (1.2) for X = 0, one must take account of the

(3) In other words, \{L) is defined by the equation (X(L), <j>) ={L, <j>) for all exact <t>.
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fact that kL is basic closed whenever L is basic closed and A>0:

(1.3) Theorem. Suppose m = 3. Then if La is basic closed, kLa is the w*

limit of a sequence of closed Dirichlet surfaces for some k > 0.

A non-negative linear L is said to be situated in a subset of A of Rm ii a

closed (nonempty) subset Ai oí A exists such that (L, /)=0 whenever

fix, J)=0 for all xin Ai and all J. L is termed concentrated if L is situated in a

point Xo.

The methods used to prove (1.1) also yield:

(1.4) Theorem. Letfo be in Em and A a compact, convex subset of Rm. Then

a necessary and sufficient condition that an exact integrand <p and an e > 0 exist

such that /o(x, J) S:<£(x, J) +e[ j\ for all x in A and all J is that either of the

following hold:
(a) (I-, /o) >0 for every basic closed L situated in A ;

(b) There exists an open set £2 containing A and an €i>0 such that (L, /o)

^ei(area of L) for every closed polyhedron L situated in il.

From (1.4) follow conditions for a variational problem with fixed bound-

ary conditions to be equivalent to a positive definite problem. In particular,

(1.4) allows the hypothesis of positive definiteness to be weakened in the

statement of known theorems [3; 6; 13] insuring the existence of Dirichlet

surface solutions for certain semi-regular problems with fixed boundary

conditions (cf. §13).

2. Notation; the norm and modulus. In applying the ideas of topology and

linear space theory in the calculus of variations, some unfortunate conflicts

arise between the prevailing terminology in the respective fields. Let us

state the position taken here with regard to two such conflicts. First, we

apply the word closed both to surfaces (as well as to more general non-negative

linear functionals L) and to subsets of topological spaces. Second, we use the

term extreme point in the linear space sense and avoid use of extremum and

its variants as they appear in the calculus of variations.

In addition to that introduced in §1, the following notation will be used

throughout: Sm denotes the set of skew symmetric mXm matrices of rank 0

or 2. Integrands/(x, J) are assumed to be defined for (x, J) in RmXSm. For

set sum and intersection, VJ and f~\ are used. | X\ k denotes the A-dimensional

Lebesgue measure of a subset X of Rm. The adjoint of a matrix T is denoted

by T'. All sums are finite; the range of summation is omitted when the mean-

ing is clear.

For an mXm matrix J = [j"], let | j\ = | ]Cr,s(j™)2]1/2- Define fa in Em

by the identity fix, J) = \j\. For each non-negative linear functional L on

Em, define the norm a(L) = (£,,/„). If L is a Dirichlet surface with Dirichlet

representation x(», v) on the unit square U, and /(», v) is the Jacobian of

x(m, v), then
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aiL) =  j  f   I /(», v) I dudv

coincides with the Lebesgue area of the Fréchet surface with representation

x(», v). If x(w, zj) satisfies a Lipschitz condition, the value for the area accord-

ing to all reasonable definitions of area agrees with a(L).

The modulus (or essential bound) &(L) of L is defined to be the smallest b

such that L is situated in the sphere | x| Sb.

Polyhedra; exact integrands

3. Polyhedra; elementary boundary. Having introduced notions of sur-

face and boundary in terms of linear functionals in §1, we next define in

these same terms an "orientation reversing" operation (*). For each/, define

/* by the identity fix, J) =/(x, — J). For each L, define L* by:

iL*,f) = iL,f).
If L is a Dirichlet surface with Dirichlet representation x(», v), then L* has

Dirichlet representation x(l —u, v); i.e., L* is "oriented in the sense opposite

to that of L."

Lt is termed a triangle if an oriented triangle / in Rm exists such that, for all

/, (L«, /) is the value of the surface integral of / over /. Let t* denote t with

opposite orientation. Then:

If = It'.

L is a polyhedron if L is a sum of triangles. More generally, a linear combina-

tion with positive real coefficients of triangles Lt is termed a polyhedron over

the group R of real numbers.

A mapping x(w, v) from U to Rm is quasi-linear if x(m, v) is linear in each

triangle of a suitable finite subdivision of U. A quasi-linear mapping evi-

dently defines a polyhedron L. It is easy to verify that, conversely, every

polyhedron L has a quasi-linear representation. Each polyhedron L over R

may be written :

(3.1) L - ¿2 [a¿u + a?LÎ<],

where the at-, a* are non-negative real numbers and the triangles U meet at

most along common edges and at common vertices. Such a decomposition is

called a triangulation of L, and those U it?) for which a,->0 (a*>0) are called

faces of L. If L is a polyhedron, the a<, a* are integers, and conversely. If all

a¿ = l and a* = 0, then L is said to he realized geometrically by the geometric

polyhedron P=U¿íi.

We next define an elementary notion of boundary as a weighted com-

bination of bounding line segments, segments weighted equally but with

opposite directions being allowed to cancel. This notion is made precise as

follows :
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For each triangle t, let ßt denote the linear functional on the space of

forms q=2~l qrix)dxr with continuously differentiate coefficients qr whose

value ißt, q) is, for each q, the value of the line integral of q around the

perimeter of /. Given a triangulation (3.1) of a polyhedron L over R, define

the elementary boundary ie-boundary) ßiL) of L to be:

ßiL) = E [*ßt< + «fftl
By replacing any pair of triangulations by one finer than both, one finds that

ßiL) is independent of the triangulation of L. Furthermore:

(3.2) The mapping L—*ßiL) preserves sums and positive scalar multiples.

ßiL*) = -ßiL).
In other words, ßiL) behaves like the notion of boundary used in com-

binatorial topology. If j3=j3(L) for some polyhedron L, then ß is called a

closed polygonal path.

A polyhedron L over R is termed closed if ßiL) =0 (this definition will be

shown to agree with the definition X(L)=0 of closed given in §1). A poly-

hedron of the form L¡+L* is called a double triangle, since it corresponds

geometrically to a pair of triangles back to back. A double triangle is evi-

dently closed.

(3.3) Lemma. If a polyhedron L over R has e-boundary a closed polygonal

path ßo, then L is a linear combination with positive coefficients of polyhedra

each of which has e-boundary a positive integral multiple of ßo-

Proof. Given a triangulation (3.1) of L, let K denote the finite euclidean

2-complex (in the terminology of Lefschetz [9]) generated by the triangles

ti, i.e., which has as simplexes the t, plus their edges and vertices and orienta-

tion induced by that of the í¿. For s = X ,2 and G = Ror I, the additive group of

integers, let C'iK, G), Z"iK, G) denote, respectively, the groups of s-chains

and s-cycles over K with coefficients in G. Let yiL) in C2iK, R) be defined

by:

(3.4) 7(£) = £ [adi + *M] = ¿2 [a{ - a?\U

where a,, a* are as in (3.1).

Under the correspondence induced by identifying ßt with the chain

boundary dt of a 2-simplex t of K, ßo=ßiL) corresponds to the chain bound-

ary dyiL) of yiL). Since ßo is a closed polygonal path, dyiL) is in ZxiK, I).

Then since dyiL) bounds in C2iK, R), a positive integral multiple vdyÇL)

bounds some 71 in C2iK, I) (cf. Lefschetz [9, p. 106, (16.6) ]). Since vyiL) —71

is in Z\K, R), real coefficients pj and z¡ in Z\K, I) exist [9, p. 105, (16.4)]

such that:

(3.5) vyiL) - yi= 2Z Pfii-

We may suppose all p¡ positive by changing signs of the z¡ as required. For
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each 7= 2~2ai ti, let:

Ly = 2~1 [max (a,-, 0)Lti + max ( — a,-, 0)L(J.

Then from (3.4):

(3.6) L = LyiL) + 22 tmm (a¿> o¿*)][Z,(i + Lu\.

In other words, LyiL-> is obtained by eliminating the double triangles from L.

Since by (3.5)

y(L) = k-^i + X) v^pjZj,

non-negative A,- exist such that:

(3.7) Ly(L) + 22 HLu + Lt) = v~^Lyi + Z ^Pf-v

The double triangle terms on the left side of (3.7) appear because triangles

with opposite orientation cancel when added in the combinatorial sense but

add to form a double triangle when regarded as non-negative linear func-

tionals.

We next obtain:

(3.8) Ly a) = 22 h ¡Li,

where the Ay are positive and the L¡ are polyhedra bounded by non-negative

integral multiples of ßo. To get (3.8), we eliminate the linear combination of

double triangles on the left side of (3.7) by means of a suitable finite sequence

of operations of the following type: Suppose that V and L" are polyhedra

with ßiL')=v'ßo, ßiL")=v"ß0, where v', v" are non-negative integers, and

that /,-, t? are faces, respectively, of L', L". Then if OSh'Sh",

h'L' + h"L" - h'iLti + Ci)

(3 '9) = (A" - h')L" + A' [L' + L" - (Lti + Lt) ].

The two polyhedra appearing on the right side of (3.9) are bounded by non-

negative integral multiples of ß0, and the coefficients A" —A', A' are non-

negative.

Having obtained (3.8) in this fashion, note next that, by Í3.6), L is like-

wise a positive linear combination of polyhedra bounded by non-negative

multiples of ßo. By easy manipulations this sum may be rewritten so that

no closed polyhedra appear, since closed polyhedra can be added to arbitrary

polyhedra without changing the e-boundaries of the latter. This establishes

Í3.3).
4. Exact integrands. We use the term plane to denote an oriented, 2-di-

mensional, linear subset of Rm. Each plane ir has various linear representa-

tions x(m, v) =Xi»+x2î'+X3. The Jacobian of x(w, v) is the mXm matrix

J x =   [xiX2 —  XiX2].
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/"■ \Jx\ ~1Jx is independent of the linear representation x(», v) of tt; we term

J the Jacobian of the plane it.

For r, s = X, 2, • ■ ■ , m, let

Ire  =    [SkrSls  ~  8ks?>lr]

denote the Jacobian of the xrx" plane wrs (oi} is Kronecker's delta). Under an

affine transformation Xr=Tx+x0, the Jacobian J changes according to

Jt = TJT'. Furthermore, it is well known that a necessary and sufficient con-

dition that I he skew-symmetric of rank 2 is that T exist such that J = TJ12T',

i.e., such that | J\~1J is the Jacobian of the plane 7Vi2. We have then:

(4.1) A necessary and sufficient condition that anmXm matrix J be Jacobian

of some plane t is that J be skew-symmetric of rank 2 and \j\ = 1. Two planes

have the same Jacobian if and only if they differ by a translation in Rm.

Remark. For m = 3, the vector N = [j23, j31, j12] is the positive unit

normal to w, and J may be identified with N.

Given a Dirichlet representation x(u, v) = [xxiu, v), • • • , xm(», v)] with

Jacobian /(», v), let (mo, v0) be a point at which J(m, v) exists and is not zero.

Then the plane it with linear representation x„(»o, Vo)u+xviuo, v0)v+xiuo, Vo)

has Jacobian | J(«o, t>o)|-1/(»o, »0). By (4.1), J(m0, v0) is of rank 2. Thus:

(4.2) The range of the Jacobian /(», v) of a Dirichlet representation x(m, v)

lies in the set Sm of skew-symmetric mXm matrices of rank 0 or 2.

It also follows from (4.1) that every J in Sm is assumed by the Jacobian

of some x(m, v). This justifies our previous assumption that integrands /

are defined for (x, J) in RmXSm.

It is convenient to relax the requirement of continuity in (x, /) originally

made in the definition of exact integrand to suppose merely continuity in x for

each J. Since each tb exact according to the new definition will now be proved

linear in /, the two definitions are equivalent.

(4.3) If tp is exact and Ju J2, J1 + J2 are all in Sm, then ipix, Ji)+tpix, J2)

= </>(x, Ji + Ji) for all x.
Proof. One may clearly suppose J%, J2^0. Given x, let 7Ti, 7r2 be planes

through x with Jacobians |/i|_1.7i, | _7"21 —1-^2, respectively. Let x(w, v)=xxu

+x2v+x be a linear representation of n. For r = 1, 2, ■ • • , m, the rth row

vector Xr of Ji is a multiple of x\x2—xT2Xi. Thus, the Xr lie in the linear

2-space 7Ti —x spanned by Xi and x2 (disregarding the orientation of iri for the

present). Since Ji is of rank 2, the Xr themselves span tti —x. Letting yi, y2,

Yr he similarly defined for x2, the Fr span ir2 — x.

Now Xr+Yr is the rth row vector of /1+J2, for each r = X, 2, • • • , m.

Since J1 + J2 is in Sm, it is of rank at most 2; hence, there exist at least m — 2

independent linear relations:

m

£ «,>(*, +   YT)   =   0.
r=l
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Suppose 22airXr= Xaj>Fr = 0 for all/. Then the Xr, Yr lie in a common

2-space, which must by the remarks above coincide with both iii — x, 7t2 —x.

Hence, iri and 7r2 coincide except for orientation in this case. If, on the other

hand, for some j

22 OijrXr  =   —   22 OíjrYr  =   X J¿  0,

then x+x is in 7riP\7r2 since the Xr span 7Ti —x and the Fr span 7r2 —x. In

either case, 7ri and 7r2 lie in at least one common 3-dimensional linear subset

II of Rm.

We now define as follows a sequence (Ln) of closed polyhedra with geo-

metric realizations in II and tending to x: Ln is realized by a triangular prism

whose lateral faces, respectively, have Jacobians |-7i| lJi, \Ji\~1J2,

— \Ji+J2\~1(Ji+Ji), and are of length w_1 and width w~2|.7i|, »_2|J2|,

w_2|/i + /2|. This construction is evidently valid for m = 3 and follows for

arbitrary dimension m upon mapping H onto x1x2x3 space by a rigid motion,

which preserves both norms and sums of matrices J. The sum of the areas of

the bases of Ln is then no more than w^/il |-72|. If Ji = A/2, then all Ln

collapse into "double rectangles."

Since <p is exact and all L„ are closed, (£,„, </>) =0 for all ». Since tp is con-

tinuous in x for each J, it follows that:

0 = lim n\Lu, <p) = <pix, Ji) + <t>ix, Ji) + <p[x, -(/i + /2)].
n

Applying this first to the case J2= —Ji, we get that </>(x, — J) = — $(x, J) for

all J. Then in the general case:

0 = 4>(x, Ji) + $ix, J2) + 4>[x, -C/i + Ji)\

= <t>ix, Ji) + <pix, Ji) — 4>ix, /i + Ji),

which proves (4.3).

From (4.3) follows the linearity of <p in the variable /:

(4.4) If <b is exact, then for all x awá /= [jrs] in Sm,

1 m

4>ÍX, J)   =   X 4>ÍX, Jri)fS   =  —     Z   <P(X, Jrs)jrS.
r<8 ¿     r,«=l

(4.4) may be obtained easily by induction on m from (4.3) using decom-

positions of the form J'= X« Jnj" + Ji, where Ji has all zeros in the rth row

and column.

If suitable differentiability conditions are satisfied, then exact integrands

correspond to exterior derivatives of forms q= y,Qr(x)dxr:

(4.5) If <p is exact and continuously differentiable, then a form q = ¿2(í(x)dxr

with continuously differentiable coefficients qT(x) exists such that, for all x and

j= [H,
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(4.6) 4>ix, J) = 22 iq'r - ql)j"■

Conversely, for each q the corresponding 4> defined by (4.6) is exact.

The first half of (4.5) follows from a theorem of De Rham, essentially to be

found in Hodge [7, Chap. II]. The second half is a corollary of Stokes'

theorem.

If one sets, in particular, g"(x) =xr for s=Si and c/8(x) =0 for s^Si, then

(4.5) implies that </>rs(x, J)=jrs is exact for each r, 5. It follows by linearity

that each linear combination

4>iJ)   =   X Otrsf
r,s

with constant coefficients ars is exact.

The following remark provides the basis for passing from the elementary

notion of boundary introduced in §3 for polyhedra to the notion of general-

ized boundary:

(4.7) Two polyhedra Li, L2 over R have the same e-boundary if and only if

(Z-i, 0) = (L2, (j>) for all exact <p.

Proof. In view of (3.2) and (4.4), it suffices to show that Li+L* is closed

if and only if (Li+L*, ip) =0 for all exact <j>. The necessity half of the latter

assertion follows at once from the definition of exact and Í3.3), while the

sufficiency follows easily from Stokes' theorem.

5. A fundamental lemma. Lemma (5.1) is of fundamental importance in

this paper; it is the key to the proofs given for the main theorems.

For each open subset ß of Rm, let Bn denote the linear space consisting

of all ß which bound polyhedra over R situated in Œ.

(5.1) Lemma. Let Q,CZRm be bounded, open, and convex. Then given ßo in

Ba and fo in Em such that the surface integral (L, f0) is non-negative for every

closed polyhedron L situated in 0, there exists a measurable function </>o(x, -7)

awa" sequences itpi) of exact integrands and ipi) tending to 0 such that :

(1) The inf of (L, /0) in the set of all polyhedra L over R situated in ß with

ßiL) =ßo is (Li, 4>o), where Li denotes any member of this set;

(2) </>o(x, J) =lim„ 4>ÁX, J) for almost all x;

(3) lim„(L, 4>i) = iL, 4>o) for every polyhedron L over R; and, for each

v = X,2,

(4) 0,(x, J) Sfoix, J)+p,\ J\ for (x, J) in QX5-(4).

Proof. For ß in Ba, let

Piß) = inf iL, fo),        \\ß\\a = iniaiL),

where the inf is in each case taken in the set of all polyhedra L over R situ-

ated in Ö with ßiL) =ß. Let \\ß

is easy to verify that \\ß\\si and

denote the corresponding inf for £l = Rm. It

}|| have the usual norm properties. Since the

(4) For a corresponding result for curves, see [5].
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set Í2 in (5.1) is convex, \\ß\\ =\\ß\\a for ß in Ba.

By (3.3), every closed polyhedron L over R is a positive linear combina-

tion of closed polyhedra. It then follows from the hypotheses of (5.1) that

iL,fo) iïO for every closed polyhedron L over R situated in Q,. Thus MÍO) i£0;

since there are closed polyhedra of arbitrarily small norm situated in Q,

h(0)=0. For all ß, ß' in Ba:

Piß + ß') S Piß) + Piß')    and   nikß) = kpiß) for A = 0.

Since 0 = uiO)Sßiß)+ßi~ß), P-iß) is finite for all ß in Ba. Then by the well

known Hahn-Banach theorem [2, p. 29], a linear functional I on Ba exists

such that il, ß) Sßiß) for all ß in Ba and (/, j80) =»(|8o). Let

Af =     sup     | /o(x, /) |.

For each ß in Tin and L situated in Q with ßiL) =ß,

il,ß) S Piß) S iL,fo) SMaiL),

and

-il, ß) = (/, -ß) S ßi-ß) S il*, h) S MaiL*) = Ma{L).

It follows that for ß in Ba, | (/, jS) | áM||jS||Q, or since ||/3|| =||/3||a,

(5.2) |(¿,/3)| £Jf|||S||.

By a corollary of the Hahn-Banach theorem [2, p. 55], I has an extension to

the space of all ß such that (5.2) continues to hold.

Let Jo in Sm with \j0\ =1 be given ; let 7r0 denote the plane through x = 0

with Jacobian J0, and T the matrix of an orthogonal transformation carry-

ing the xxx2 plane xi2 into 7r0. Let V\, • • • , Vm denote the column vectors of

T. For each p= [p3, • • • , pm], let

m

x„iu, v) = Fi» +V2V+22 Vsp',
s=3

and TTP the plane which has linear representation xPiu, v). The planes irp

cover Rm and have Jacobian J0 (cf. §4).

For each uv interval A and each p, let La,j> denote the polyhedron realized

geometrically by the rectangle Ap = xp (A), in irp. Let /3A ,P denote the e-boundary

of Z,A,j, and

Í5.3) FPiA) = il, ßA,p).

By (5.2) and the orthogonality of T,

|F,(A)| á If I A,|, = M\ a|2

for all A. Moreover, Fp is an additive function of intervals A, since I is an
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additive function of boundaries ß. Consequently, for each p the derivative

DPiu, v) of Fp exists for almost all (», v), and for all A (cf. Saks [12, Chap.

IV]),

(5.4) FPiA) = f f D,iu, v)dudv.

The choice of J0 of norm 1 was arbitrary; hence, we write DPiu, v) as a

function Dp[u, v; J] of J as well as (», v). Define </>o(x, J) for x = Xj,(», v) in

xp and j /] =1 by :

iDp[u, v; J], if Dp[u, v; j] exists;

otherwise.

. r    ,      .   _,        (Dp[u,v;J],
4>o[xpiu, v),J]=<

\fo[xPiu, v),J\,

The latter definition applies for each p only in a subset of irp of measure 0;

hence, by Fubini's theorem, it applies only for a subset of Rm of m-dimen-

sional measure 0. The definition of </>0 is extended by homogeneity to J of

arbitrary norm.

We next observe that, for all polyhedra L over R,

(5.5) (£, *0) = (/, ßiL)).

For, (5.5) follows for triangles easily from the definition of </>0, (5.2), and (5.4).

It then follows by linearity for all polyhedra over R. Assertion (1) of (5.1)

is now an immediate consequence of (5.5) and the fact that (/, j30) = m(|8o).

To show that <j>o is measurable, let iN,) denote a binary sequence [12,

p. 191] of nets Nv of half-open uv intervals A, and J0 a fixed element of Sm

with |/o| =1. For each v = X, 2, • • • and A in N„ let

(*,&.„)
A„(x) =    , . .

for x in Ap = Xj,(A). Now A„(x) is continuous in the interior of the block

£>a = UjAj,. To see this, consider xGAj,, x'GAp- in DA, and let L denote the

polyhedron realized by joining corresponding corners of the rectangles Ap, Ap>.

Since T is orthogonal,

aiL) = <r\p — p'\ S <r\ x — x'\

where <r denotes the length of the perimeter of A.

ßiL) = ± 03a,* - ßA,P').

Hence,

| A |, |   *,(*)   -   h,ix') |   =   |   (/, ßA.P)   -   il, /W) |   -  | Q, ßA.P  -  ßA.P>) !

= I (/, ßiL)) I S MaiL) S Mo-1 x - x' |,

and A,(x) is Lipschitzian and therefore continuous in Da-
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Since A„(x) is thus piecewise continuous for v=X, 2, • • • and

lim h,ix) = (poix, Jo)
V

for almost all x, </>o(x, Jo) is measurable. Since J0 is arbitrary and 0O will

now be proved linear in J, <pa is measurable in (x, J).

We may now define for v = X, 2, ■ ■ ■ and all J in Sm the mean value

<pvix, J) = -j-j— I     0o(x + x', J)dx'

over a cube Dv in icm with center 0 and diameter j»-1. By (5.2) and the defini-

tion of <po, \<f>oix, J)\ SM\j\ for all (x, J); hence, for all v = X, 2, • • ■ and all

ix,J):

(5.7) | <brix,J)\ S M \j\.

Let L he a closed polyhedron with quasi-linear representation x(m, v).

Then for every x', x(«, v) +x' is a quasi-linear representation with the same

Jacobian as x(w, v) of a closed polyhedron L' (the translate of L by x'). Using

this remark, Fubini's theorem, and the fact that by (5.5) (Z/, </>0) =0 for all

such L', one finds that (L, </>„) =0 for all p. Since each <py is a continuous func-

tion of x and L is arbitrary, each <£„ is exact (cf. the definition of exact given

in §4). <£„(x, J) converges to </>o(x, J) for almost all x given J, and hence

simultaneously for J in a countable dense subset of Sm except for a fixed null

set TV of x. Then, by (5.2), <p,ix, J) converges to 0o(x, J) for all / and x not

in N. Thus, (2) of (5.1) holds.

For v = X, 2, ■ ■ ■ , define linear functionals lv by the equation

(/„ ßiL)) = (£, *,)■

From (5.7) it follows that, for all ß,

(5.8) | il„ß)\ S M\\ß\\.

Let Jo of norm 1 be given, and xp, wp as before. The sequence </>„(x, J0)

converges to <£o(x, Jo) almost everywhere in Rm and hence, except for a set H

of p such that | H\ m_2 = 0, almost everywhere in wp. It then follows from the

uniform boundedness (5.7) of the <pv that for every triangle / in tvp for p not

in-HT,

ih, ßi) =   j   I <br[xPiu, v), J0]dudv
(5.9) J~*w

4>o[xPiu, v), Jo]dudv = Q, ßi)ff,V»)
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as v—>°o. It follows from (5.8) that (5.9) holds for arbitrary p, since an

arbitrary t with direction J0 can be approximated in the || || sense by a se-

quence of triangles in planes irp for p not in H. Since Jo is arbitrary, assertion

(3) of (5.1) follows by linearity and (5.5).

By the definition of <p0, I, and u, one has for x = x3,(», v) in ß:

r i it,  ßA.p) (7>A,p,   ¡o) r -i
(5.10)  4>0[xpiu, v), J0] =    lim   —:—j—■  S    lim   —¡—¡- = /o[xp(«, v), Jo],

A->(u,c)       | A |2 A->(«,t>)        | A 12

whenever the first limit appearing in (5.10) exists, and is equal to/0 otherwise.

Thus, since J0 is arbitrary, tpoix, J)Sfoix, J) for all (x, J) in ÜXSm. For

v = X, 2, • ■ -, let

Pv = sup | fix', J) - foix, J) I.
x'-xE^D„x^.a,\J\~i

Since Q, is bounded and/0 is uniformly continuous on bounded sets, p„-^t) as

v—><x>. For all v and (x, J) in QXSm,

<P»ix, J) S     sup    <poix', J) S     sup    /o(x', /) S foix, J) + pv | J |,
X'ÇzX + Dy X'Ç^X + Dy

which proves (4) of (5.1).

Remark. It probably is not true that in (5.1) </>0 may be supposed con-

tinuous. Damköhler [4] has given a counterexample in a corresponding prob-

lem for curves.

G-BOUNDARIES

6. G-boundaries and Dirichlet surfaces. We are now ready to consider

the general notions of boundary and track (especially boundary) introduced

in §1. From the definitions and the linearity in the variable J of exact inte-

grands, established in (4.4), it follows at once that:

(6.1) The generalized boundary and track are preserved under addition and

positive scalar multiplication, and change sign under the operation (*). If Li and

L2 have the same generalized track, they have the same generalized boundary. The

w* limit of a sequence with fixed generalized boundary or track has again that

generalized boundary or track.

In view of (4.7) the notion of generalized boundary (abbreviated, g-bound-

ary) is an extension of the notion of e-boundary defined in §3 for polyhedra;

i.e., the g-boundary is a generalization of line integration around a boundary

curve, paths traversed in opposite senses being allowed to cancel.

We are interested here primarily in admissible g-boundaries. An admissible

g-boundary X is termed rectifiable, or a closed polygonal path, if it bounds some

Dirichlet surface with a Dirichlet representation x(w, v) which reduces on the

perimeter of U to a representation of a Fréchet curve with the named prop-

erty.

If x(m, v) is a Dirichlet representation of a Dirichlet surface L, a new
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representation of L may be found which is constant on one side of U. One

gets such a representation, for instance, by choosing a Lipschitzian mapping

»=»(£, rj), v=vi%, in) of U into itself which is constant on £ = 1 and biunique

otherwise, and setting x'(£, r))=x[ui¡¡, r¡), d(£, if)]. According to [17, p. 325,

(11.2)], x'(£, rj) is a Dirichlet representation and the partial derivatives of x'

are given almost everywhere by the usual formula. It follows from a well

known change of variables theorem and the homogeneity in J of integrands

/ that, for all / in Em,

it, f) = ff /[*(«, v), Jiu, v)]dudv = fffWit, v), J'il v)]dèdv;

i.e., x' is also a Dirichlet representation of L.

Using this remark, it is easy to "join two Dirichlet surfaces with a thread"

and get:

(6.2) If Li and Z2 are Dirichlet surfaces, so is Li+L2.

Dirichlet surfaces bounded in the sense of classical analysis by the same

rectifiable curve C have the same g-boundary:

(6.3) If L\, Z.2 have, respectively, Dirichlet representations Xi(», v), x2iu, v)

which reduce on the perimeter of U to representations of the same rectifiable

closed Fréchet curve C, then X(Zi) = X(Z,2)(6).

(6.3) is a trivial consequence of (4.5), Stokes' theorem, and the fact that

every exact integrand </> is the limit uniformly on bounded sets of (x, J) of a

sequence of continuously differentiable exact integrands (obtained, for in-

stance, by approximating <b by mean value integrals with respect to the

variable x).

If the condition of rectifiability is dropped, (6.3) does not always hold. For

instance, let C be a simple closed curve in the unit square in the x'x2 plane of

R3 such that the set [C] occupied by C has positive 2-dimensional measure p.

Let Jo denote the Dirichlet surface realized by the surface S of the unit cube

in R3 (with orientation that of C) ; Lu the smaller component of 2 — [C]; and

L2, the larger component. Li and Z2* are Dirichlet surfaces with C as boundary

curve in the classical sense. Consider the exact integrand 0i2(x, J)=j12. Now

(£■„ - (Li + Li), 4>u) = ±  f f    dxHx2,
J J IC]

the sign being positive if the orientation of C is positive. Since L0 is closed,

(Z-o, «M =0; hence,

(¿1, 012)    =   (Z2*, 0l2)    +   p.

ThusX(Zi)?¿X(Z2*).

(6) (Added in proof.) Using recent results of Young, as yet unpublished, (6.3) can also be

proved for nonrectifiable curves C whose set of points is of 2-dimensional Hausdorff measure 0.
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(6.4) Given e>0 and a Dirichlet surface L situated in an open set ß, there

exist a closed polygonal path Xe and a Dirichlet surface Lt situated in O with

a(Zt) <e and X(Ze) =X(Z) —Xe.

The proof of (6.4) is elementary if X(Z.) is rectifiable. To establish the

general case, it then suffices to prove (6.4) with Xe rectifiable. Let x(u, v) he a

Dirichlet representation of L. Since x(», v) is absolutely continuous in

Tonelli's sense, x(w0, v) and x(m, vi) define rectifiable curves for sets »o and

^o dense, respectively, in (0, 1). Choose a rectangle U': [uiSuSu2',ViSvSv2],

where »i, w2 and Vi, v2 lie, respectively, in these sets, such that ffu-v \ Jiu, v) \

<€. Let Ze be the Dirichlet surface defined by the representation x(w, v) on

U-U'; let Xe=X(Z)-X(Ze).

7. Non-negative linear L with admissible g-boundary. For each A(ZRm,

let Em-A denote the linear space of restrictions of integrands/(x, J) in Em to

values (x, J) in A XSm. If A is bounded, Em-A is a Banach space under the

norm

ll/IU "      SUP       \fix,J) I-
xGA,\J[-l

The set of non-negative linear L situated in the closure of A may be identified

in the obvious fashion with the set of non-negative elements of the conjugate

of Em'A, and a(Z) coincides with the usual conjugate space norm. We further

define in this set the McShane distance [10, p. 534]:

||Zi, L2\\A =  sup   | (Li, f) — (L2,f) |,
re Pa

where FA denotes the set of/in Em-A such that ||/||A = 1 and |/(x, J) -fix', J') \

^(|x —x'| 2+| (J—J') 12)1/2. In the set of non-negative linear L situated in

A, the McShane distance defines a metric topology equivalent to the w* topol-

ogy. This follows from the known equivalence of convergence in the McShane

distance with w* convergence for sequences of elements of this set, and the

fact that from a w* convergent directed sequence (La) of non-negative

linear functionals situated in a fixed bounded set one can extract a sequence

in the ordinary sense converging w* to the same limit. The latter assertion

follows from the separability of Em,A, and the fact that a(L) = (Z, /„) for L

non-negative which implies that a bounded directed subsequence of (Z,«)

can be found.

We are now prepared to apply the results of the preceding sections to

characterize the set of non-negative linear L which have an admissible

g-boundary.

(7.1) Lemma. Let Q(ZRm be bounded, open, and convex. Let X0 bound some

polyhedron over R situated in Í2. Then every non-negative linear Lo situated in

ß with X(Z0) =Xo is the w* limit of a sequence (Z„) of polyhedra over R situated

in Q, such that X(Zn) =\0for » = 1,2, • • • .
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Proof. By hypothesis, Xo=X(L) for some polyhedron L over R situated in

ß. Then /?0=|6(Z) is in the set Ba defined in §5. The set T of all polyhedra

over R situated in ß and bounded by non-negative multiples of ß0 is a convex

cone in the conjugate of the Banach space Em-°. We show first that L0 is in

the w*closure of T.

Suppose this is not the case. Then by the well known separation theorem

for w* closed, convex subsets of the conjugate of a Banach space, Z0 can be

separated from T by a hyperplane. This means that /o in Em-° and a exist

such that (Jo, /o) <ol and (Z, /o) ^a for all L in T. Since T is a cone, a = 0.

Since /o is the restriction of an integrand in Em, we regard /0 itself as being

in Em.

Every closed polyhedron situated in ß is in V ; hence, the hypotheses of

Lemma (5.1) are satisfied. Let 0O, i<pi), ipi), and Zx be as in (5.1). By (1) of

(5.1) and hypothesis, (Li, 0O) ̂ 0. Then using the fact that X(Zi) =X(Z0) and

(3) of (5.1):

lim (Z0, /o - (by + pyfa) = (Z0, /o) - lim (Z0, (pi)
V V

= (Z0, /o) - lim (Zi, (by) = (Z0, /o) - (Zi, (bo) < 0.

But/o— 4>v+pyf^0 for all v; hence, (Z0, fo~d>r+pJ^) ^0 for all v since Z0 is

non-negative, a contradiction.

Therefore, Z0 is a w* limit point of Y. Since ß is bounded, the w* topology

is metrizable by the McShane distance in the set of non-negative linear L

situated in ß. Hence, a sequence (Zn) in T converges w* to Z0. For all »

= 1, 2, • • -, X(Z-„) =A„Xo, where AK^0. For all exact 0,

(Xo, 4>) = (X(Z0), <p) = lim (X(Z„), ib) = lim A„(X0, </.).
n n

Then either X0 = 0 or else A„—>1, in which case k„1Ln converges w* to Z0 and

\ikñ1Ln) =Xo for all ». In either case, the proof of (7.1) is complete.

We now prove the first half of Theorem (1.1):

(7.2) Let Xo be admissible. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that Z0

have g-boundary X(Z0) =Xo is that L0 be the w* limit of a sequence of linear com-

binations X kjLj with positive coefficients k¡ of Dirichlet surfaces L¡ with X (Ly)

= Vjho, where each v¡ is a positive integer and 22^ivi— !■

Proof. The sufficiency is an immediate consequence of the definitions of

g-boundary and w* convergence. In proving the necessity, suppose first that

Xo is a closed polygonal path. By Lemma (7.1), L0 = w* limn Ln, where each

Z„ is a polyhedron over R with X(Z„) =Xo. Applying (3.3), each Z„ is of the

form 22kjLj, where the k¡ are positive real coefficients and the L¡ are poly-

hedra with each X(Z3) a positive integral multiple PjX0 of X0. Thus, to prove

(7.2) for closed polygonal paths X0 it suffices to show that one may suppose

22kjVj = X.
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If Xo^O, the argument used in the last paragraph of the proof of (7.1)

shows that i¡ = XAj*y—»1 ; replace each k¡ by t;_1A3-.

Suppose Xo = 0. Then since the L¡ are closed polyhedra, so are NL, for

all positive integers N and all 7. Choose all Vj=X, and N>22^j- Replacing

XAyZy by X(^_1Ay)(iVZy) + [l- X(^_1Ay) ]Z', where U is a closed poly-
hedron of small area, establishes that for Xo = 0 one may suppose   22^ivi

= Xa, = l
Having proved (7.2) for closed polygonal paths, now let Xo be an arbitrary

admissible g-boundary. Let L he a Dirichlet surface with X(Z,) =Xo, and ß a

bounded open convex set in which both Z and Zo are situated. Given e>0

let Xe and Ze be as in (6.4). Then

X(Zo + £■*) = X«.

By what has already been proved, Lo+L* is the w* limit of sums XAyZy,

where X(Zy) =vfht for all j and 22^ivi = 1 as above. The L¡ may be assumed to

be situated in ß. Then

Zo + Lf + Ze = w* lim ¿2 kjiLj + VjLi),

and each L¡+VjLt is a Dirichlet surface with

X(Z3- + VjLi) -■= v,\o-

Hence (7.2) holds for L0+L?+Lt. Since the set of non-negative linear Z

situated in ß is metrizable in a way equivalent to w* convergence and a(Ze)

+a(Z*) <2e, (7.2) follows for Z0 upon letting e->0.

8. Completion of the proof of Theorem (1.1). The first half of Theorem

(1.1) was established in (7.2). It remains to show that for m = 3, one can sup-

pose in (7.2) that all v¡=X, i.e., that the set of non-negative linear L with

admissible g-boundary consists of all w* limits of convex combinations of

Dirichlet surfaces with that g-boundary. To do this, we prove first:

(8.1) Suppose m = 3. Let L0 be a polyhedron with e-boundary /3(Z0) =vßo,

where ßo^O is a closed polygonal path and v is a positive integer. Then poly-

hedra Li, • ■ ■ , Ly exist with ßiLi) = • • • =ßCLv) =ßo such that L0= X-^y-

Proof. It suffices to suppose that Z,0 has no double triangles, i.e., that for

no triangle / do both t and ¿* appear as faces of Zo, since every polyhedron

reduces to such a polyhedron upon subtracting a sum of double triangles

(which is closed). Then Z,0 has a triangulation

Zo = X w,z(¡

with all w, positive integers. As in the proof of (3.3), let K denote the euclidean

2-complex in R3 generated by the í¿; let

t(Zo) = 22 ndi.

The closed polygonal path/îo corresponds to f =j/-1d7(Z0) in ZliK, I). Since
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K is in R3, ZliK, I) contains no torsion cycles (cf. Alexandroff-Hopf [l,

p. 390]); hence, Ç = dy for some y in C2iK, I) since vÇ bounds in C2iK, I).

Then 7(Z0) =vy+z, where z is in Z2iK, I). Since Z0 has no double triangles,

we have as in (3.7),

(8.2) Zo + X HLH + Z*) = vLy + Lz = iv - X)Ly + (Z7 + Li),

for suitable non-negative integers A,-. To complete the proof of (8.1), the

sum of double triangles in (8.2) will be eliminated in XA¿ successive steps.

The means for doing this will be the result that if t is a face of Zi, t* a face of

Z2, and ßiLi) =/?(Z2) =ß0, then polyhedra L[, L'2 exist with ßiL'f) =j3(Z2) =ß0

such that

Zi + Z2 - (£, + Lf) = L'i + Z2.

To establish this result, it clearly suffices to establish (8.1) directly for

v = 2. We therefore suppose ßiL0)=2ß0, and proceed by induction on N

= Xw»- The case 7Y=1 is vacuous. Suppose true for N'<N.

Case X. Z2iK, Z)=0. Then 7ÍZ0)=27, since d[yiL0)-2y}=0 iK, 7(Z0),

and 7 being defined as above). It suffices for (8.1) to write J0 = 2Z7, where

Ly is defined as in the proof of (3.3).

Case 2. Z2iK, I)p¿0. Then since K has no torsion, z0= X€^< m Z2iK, I)

exists such that all «¡ = 0 or ±1 and some £¿ = — 1 [l, pp. 277-283]. Let

(8.3) 7o =    X Ul        y' = t(Zo) - zo — 2y0 = X (»< ~ I «•' I )<*
u—i

Then

(8.4) dy' = dyiLo) - 2dTo = 2(f - dy0).

Suppose first that f =Ô7o. Then for (8.1) it suffices to write

Zo = (Z0 — Ly0) + Z7o.

Note that L0—Ly0 is non-negative and so is a polyhedron, since all n,^X and

Lyo =   ¿_, Lti.
a=-i

Suppose then that f^ó^o. Then f — dy0 corresponds to a closed polygonal

path ft^O and, by (8.4), 2j3x bounds Ly. Now

Ly> = X i"* — I << | )Lu-

Since X(w¿— |e»|) <N, the induction hypothesis yields

Ly, = Z' + Z",

where ßiL') =/3(Z") =ft. Then for (8.1) it suffices to note that

(8-5) Zo = (£' + ZZo+ro) + (Z" + ZJ.
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(8.5) is an immediate consequence of (8.3) as soon as it is observed that no /*

is a face of any polyhedron in (8.5) and hence that no double triangle terms

appear in that sum. This completes the proof of (8.1) for v = 2, and so (as

noted above) for arbitrary v.

Remark. (8.1) is not true for m>3. For instance, a Klein bottle has a

realization in i?4 which does not intersect itself. If we let Z0 denote a poly-

hedron realized in R4 by such a bottle, then /3(Z0) =2ß where ß corresponds

to the rim of the bottle. Zo is not the sum of two polyhedra with e-boundary ß.

Upon applying (8.1) at the appropriate point in the first paragraph of

the proof of (7.2), and noting that for the case Xo = 0 it was shown in (7.2)

that one can suppose all Vj=X im arbitrary), we get the desired extension:

(8.6) Zw case m = 3, one can suppose in (7.2) that all v¡=X.

Basic (X) ; basic closed

9. Irreducible closed polyhedra. A closed polyhedron L is termed irre-

ducible if it has no decomposition Z=Zi+Z2 into closed polyhedra Lu L2.

Evidently:

(9.1) Every closed polyhedron is a sum of irreducible closed polyhedra and

double triangles.

In particular, if L is irreducible closed then L has no double triangles.

When the dimension »? is 3, we have the following simple characterization of

irreducible closed polyhedra:

(9.2) Suppose m = 3. A necessary and sufficient condition that L be irre-

ducible closed is that L have a realization in R3 as a geometric polyhedron P(Z)

separating R3 into precisely two components of which it is the common boundary.

(9.2) follows from the fact that if K is a euclidean 2-complex in R3 gen-

erated by triangles k, ■ ■ • , t„ and P = tf<J ■ ■ ■ W¿„, then the number of

bounded components of R3 — P is the number of independent elements of

Z\K, I) [X, p. 380].
10. Theorems (1.2) and (1.3.). The notions of basic (X) and basic closed

as defined in §1 are intimately connected with the notion of extreme point.

For X^O, the L basic (X) are, by definition, the extreme points of the set of

all non-negative linear Z with g-boundary X(Z) =X, while for X = 0 one has:

(10.1) Zo is basic closed if and only if [a(Z0) ]~'Zo is an extreme point of the

set of all closed non-negative linear functionals L of norm X.

The importance here of the notion of extreme point lies in the following

two principles, valid for sets of non-negative linear L situated in a fixed

compact subset of Rm: First, every extreme point of the w* closed convex

span of a set V is in the w* closure of T; and second, the minimum of (Z,/0)

over a w* closed, convex set V is attained at an extreme point of T if it is at-

tained at all in V. These principles are discussed further in the appendix.

Proof of Theorems (1.2) and (1.3). LetX^O be admissible and Z0 basic

(X). By Theorem (1.1), Z0 is the w* limit of a sequence of convex combina-
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tions XAjZj of Dirichlet surfaces L¡ bounded by X. Since the sequence con-

verges w*, its terms are situated in a fixed compact subset A of Rm. By (Al)

(see Appendix), Z,0 is the w* limit of a sequence (Z„) of Dirichlet surfaces

situated in A such that X(Z„) =X for all w, which proves Theorem (1.2).

The proof of Theorem (1.3) is a little more involved. Let L0 he basic

closed; we may suppose a(Z0) = 1. By Theorem (1.1), L0 is the w* limit of a

sequence XAyZy of positive linear combinations of closed polyhedra L¡. Using

(9.1) and approximating double triangles by flat tetrahedra, one may sup-

pose that all Lj are irreducible. As before, all L¡ are situated in some fixed

compact set A since the sequence converges w*. Let V denote the set of all L

of the form [a(Zi)]_1Z,i where Zi is an irreducible closed polyhedron situated

in A. Now

■n = X A,a(Z,) = ¿2 kj(Lj, fa) -» (Z0, /„) = a(Z0) = 1;

hence, by replacing all Ay by ?7-1Ay, one can suppose all XAja(Zy) =1. It fol-

lows that Zo is the w* limit of the convex sums of Y:

X {kMLi)}{[aiLj)]-^Lj}.

By (10.1) and (Al), Z0 is the w* limit of a sequence in V; thus, a sequence

(Z„) of irreducible closed polyhedra situated in A exists such that

Zo = w* lim [a(Ln) ]_1Z„.
n

There are three cases:

Case X. For a subsequence of w, a(Z-„)-^a0>0. Then aoZ0 = TO* limn Ln.

Case 2: a(Z,„)—>0. Choose a sequence iN„) of positive integers such that

7V„a(Zn)—>1. For every « = 1, 2, • • • , NnLn is a closed polyhedron, and L0

= lim„ NnLn. Zo can, in fact, be shown to be concentrated in this case.

Case 3: a(Z„)—>». It is known that for m = 3, every concentrated closed L

is the w* limit of a sequence of closed polyhedra [18, (9.2)]. We suppose L0

not concentrated and derive a contradiction.

For arbitrary non-negative linear L, we denote by spt L the smallest set

in which L is situated. Since Z0 is not concentrated, spt Z0 contains two dis-

tinct points Xi, x2. Let tr be a plane separating Xi and x2. Let

T    = l' 4- T"l^n J-'n    I    J-,n,

where L'n is situated on the side of ir containing Xi, and L'J on the side contain-

ing x2. Since [a(Z„) ]~1L'n, [a(Z„) ]_1Zi' have bounded norms and are situated

in a fixed bounded set, a subsequence of » and L', L" exist (by a well known

selection process) such that

(10.2)        Z' = w*lim [<*(£„)]-<;        z" = w* lim [«(£,)J"1!^
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By (9.2), each Z„ has a geometric realization PiLn) separating R3 into

exactly two components. L'n and L'n' may be closed up, for each » = 1,2, • • • ,

by adding polyhedra realized by the (suitably oriented) portion of w interior

to PiLn). Since these additions have area less than 7r»2/4 where ô is the

diameter of A and a(Z„)—>°°, the additions contribute nothing to (10.2) in

the limit. Thus Z' and L", being the w* limits of closed functionals, are closed.

Spt Z' contains X\ and lies on the side of it containing xi; spt L" lies on the

opposite side of ir and contains x2. Then Lo = L'+L", and L' = kLa for no A,

contradicting the assumption that Jo is basic closed. This completes the proof

of Theorem (1.3).

Remark. Theorem (1.2) is false for m>3. For example, let Z correspond

as in §8 to a Klein bottle in i?4 which does not intersect itself and X to the

rim of the bottle. Then Z/2 is basic (X) ; yet L/2 can be shown not to be a w*

limit of a sequence of Dirichlet surfaces with g-boundary X. It is not known

whether Theorem (1.3) is true for m>3.

XX. Proof of Theorem (1.4). The necessity of (a) in (1.4) is a trivial

consequence of the non-negativeness of the functionals Z involved and the

definition of closed. We next establish that (a) implies (b). For, suppose (b)

does not hold. Then there exists a sequence (Z„) of closed polyhedra such

that Ln is situated in the n~l neighborhood of A and

lim sup [«(Zn)]-1^./o) S 0.
n

Since the functionals [a(Z,„) ]~lLn have bounded norms and A is compact, a

subsequence converges w* to Zi situated in A. Li is closed, a(Zi) = l, and

iLi,fo)SO. Hence

p = inf (Z, /„) S 0,

where the inf is taken over the set T of all closed Z of norm 1 situated in A.

By the Krein-Milman theorem, ju is attained at an extreme point of T, which

by (10.1) implies that (a) does not hold. Thus (a) implies (b).

To complete the proof of Theorem (1.4), it suffices to show that (b) is

sufficient. To this end, choose an open, convex set ßi such that .¡4CßiCß

and apply Lemma (5.1) to/ó=/o —ti/a.

Theorem (1.4) has been stated in two equivalent forms. Condition (b)

has the advantage of being stated directly in terms of the elementary notion

of closed polyhedron. On the other hand, condition (a) is sometimes more

convenient to apply (cf. (13.2) below).

Applications

12. Closed with 2-acyclic support. We again restrict attention to the

case m = 3. One thinks intuitively of a closed surface in R3 as being situated

in a number of 2-cycles. This is not necessarily the case for more general
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closed non-negative linear functionals L. In fact, a closed L may be situated

in a set X which is acyclic in dimension 2 ; however, we shall show that such

an L degenerates (under certain restrictions on X) into a limit of sums of

concentrated closed functionals.

For XCZR3 and e>0, let Xe denote the e-neighborhood of X.

(12.1) Suppose m = 3. Let X be a compact set such that R3 — Xt is connected

for sufficiently small e, and such that given Xi, x2 in X there exists a plane -k

separating Xi and X2for which \ Xr\ir | 2 = 0. Then given a non-concentrated closed

Lo situated in X, there exist a plane w and closed Li, Z,2 situated on opposite

sides of ir iand not situated entirely in ir) such that Z0 = Zi+Z2.

Remark. If, in particular, X is a piecewise smooth 2-dimensional subset

of R3 and R3 — X is connected, then the hypotheses of (12.1) hold.

Proof of (12.1). Let «>0 be small enough that R3 — Xc is connected. Let

Zo be closed, nonconcentrated, and situated in X. By (1.1), Z0 is the w* limit

of a sequence of convex combinations XAyZy of closed polyhedra Zy.

We show first that all L¡ may be modified so as to be situated in Xt in

such a way that the sums XAyZy still converge w* to Z0. To this end, let ß

be open with piecewise linear boundary and such that XC.^KZXe/3. Using

(9.1) and approximating double triangles by flat tetrahedra, one may suppose

all Zy irreducible closed, so that each Zy has a geometric realization P(Zy) as

in (9.2). By trivial modifications, one can suppose no face of any Zy parallel to

a face of the boundary of ß. Let L'¡ denote the portion of L¡ situated in 2c3— ß.

Let/i coincide with /„ for x in R3— ß and vanish for x in X. Then

X kXL'ù = X kjiL,',fi) S X ¿,(Zy,/i).

The right side, and hence also the left side, of this expression tends to 0

since XAyZy tends w* to L0 situated in X. Let a0 denote the area of the

boundary P of ß. If a(Zj) 2?í2/9, replace L'} by the portion of P interior to

P(Zy) with orientation chosen to agree with that of L¡. This increases a(Jy')

by a factor of no more than 9a0e~2. Suppose aÇL'f) <e2/9. Given 5>0, let ßs

denote the closed polygonal path realized by the intersection of PiL'f) with

the boundary of the S-neighborhood ßs of ß. Letting pißf) denote the length

of ßs, it is elementary to verify that

/i  oOPißs)d5.
0

It follows, in particular, that

Pißs) S 3aiL'j)e-i < e/3

for at least one ô in (0, e/3). For this 5, ßs is situated in -X"2€/3 and is of length at

most e/3. Its convex span is therefore contained in Xt. Then ß$ bounds a

polyhedron situated in Xt whose area approximates arbitrarily closely the
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inf for polyhedra bounded by ßs, and so by the isoperimetric inequality has

area arbitrarily little more than (l/47r) [p(/3s)]2. But

1   r        i        9 T     , . aiL'j)

4ir 47T 4tt

Replace the portion of L'¡ exterior to ßj (if such exists) by this polyhedron.

These modifications increase the sums XAya(Z-j) by a factor of at most

the fixed constant max [1/47T, 9a0e~2], so that these sums still converge to 0.

It follows that XAyZy still tends w* to Z0.

By (9.1) one can again suppose the modified Zy to be irreducible closed.

Since R3 — Xt is connected and each P(Zy) is contained in Xt, the interior

component of R3 — P(Zy) is contained in X( for each L¡.

Choose a sequence (e„) tending to 0. By the above remarks and the fact

that the w* topology is metrizable in the set of non-negative linear L situated

in Xt¡ (assume ei=ïen for all w), there exists a sequence of convex linear com-

binations XyAynZy„ tending w* to Z0 such that, for each j and w, Zyn is ir-

reducible closed and the interior component of P(Zy„) is contained in XH.

Let Xi, x2 be distinct points of spt Zo, and it a plane separating Xi and x2

such that | Xr\ir 12 = 0. Each Z,yn may be split into closed polyhedra by adding

the (suitably oriented) portions of ir interior to P(Zy„), which have area at

most | Xfnr\ir\ 2 since the interior of P(Z,yn) is contained in Xtn. Since

lim  | Xlrir\ii\2 = I XPix|2 = 0
n

and Xy Ayn = 1 for all », these added portions contribute nothing in the limit.

Thus, proceeding as in the proof of Theorem (1.3), Zo = Zi+Z2 where Li and

Z2 are closed and spt Li is on one side of ir and contains Xi and spt Z2 is on

the other side and contains x2.

An immediate corollary of (12.1) is:

(12.2) If L is basic closed and situated in a set X satisfying the hypotheses

of (12.1), then L is concentrated.

Under slightly stronger restrictions on X, we prove:

(12.3) If X is a compact set such that R3 — Xt is connected for sufficiently

small e, and if parallel to each coordinate plane a nondenumerable dense set of

planes w exists for which \ XC\ir\ 2 = 0, then every closed L situated in X is repre-

sentable as a Bochner integral (î'w the McShane distance) :

(12.4) L =  f Lxdwix),
J x

where co is a Borel measure vanishing outside X and each Lx is closed and con-

centrated at x.

Proof. From known theorems, it follows that every non-negative linear
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Z situated in X has the form of a Bochner integral (12.4) (in the McShane

distance), where w is a Borel measure vanishing on R3 — X and Lx is concen-

trated at x. Except for a set of u measure 0, Lx is the derivative of the integral

(12.4) with respect to a network of intervals D bounded by planes it for which

|Xr\7r|2 = w(Xn+)=0. It follows from (12.1) that fDLxdu> is closed for

each such D; thus, Lx = \in\D~x [w(Z>) ]~1fDLxdœ is closed except for a set of w

measure 0, on which Lx may be defined arbitrarily. This proves (12.3).

We observe next that if Z is a non-negative linear functional concentrated

at a point x0, Z is closed if and only if Z has generalized track 0. This follows

at once from the definitions, the linearity in J of exact integrands, and the

remark that if fix, J) is an arbitrary integrand which is linear in J, then

0(J) =/(x0, J) is exact. From this it follows at once that each integral (12.4)

in which the Lx are closed and concentrated has generalized track 0. The

converse is also true. To establish it write Z with generalized track 0 in the

form (12.4), where each Lx is concentrated at x and except for a set of «

measure 0 is the derivative of (12.4). Let tt be a plane such that w(7r) =0, and

let Zi, Z2 denote the portions of L situated on opposite sides of it. Let/(x, J)

in Em be linear in J, and let (/„) be a sequence of integrands in Em linear in J

such that/„ coincides with/ on the side of x in which Zi is situated, vanishes

at all points in the other at distance more than »_1 of it, and has the same

bounds as/. Then

(Zi,/) = lim (£,/„) =0;
n

i.e., Zi has generalized track 0. Similarly, Z2 has generalized track 0. Proceed-

ing as in the proof of (12.3), we find that, except for a set of w measure 0, Lx

has generalized track 0, and so being concentrated is closed. We have:

(12.5) A necessary and sufficient condition that L have generalized track 0 is

that L be of the form (12.4), where w is a Borel measure on Rm vanishing outside

some compact set X and each Lx is closed and concentrated at x.

13. An existence theorem for an ordinary minimum problem. Consider

the following:

(13.1) Minimum problem : Let A CP3 be compact and convex. Find the mini-

mum p. = inf (L, /o) in the set V of all Dirichlet surfaces L situated in A which

have Dirichlet representations on the unit square U reducing on the perimeter of

U to representations of a given simple closed Frêchet curve C.

According to Cesari [3] (for similar results arrived at independently of

[3] and each other, see Danskin [6] and Sigalov [13]), the problem (13.1)

has a solution in V, provided Y is nonvoid and:

(1) /o is in Es;

(2) /o is positive semi-regular, i.e., iA(J) =/0(x0, J) is convex for each Xo in

A ; and

(3) /o is positive definite, i.e., foix, J) >0/or x in A and J^0.
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The purpose of this section is to show that condition (3) may be weakened,

as follows:

(13.2) Existence Theorem. The minimum problem (13.1) has a solution in

Y if C is rectifiable and contained in A, and if (1), (2), and any one of the follow-

ing hold:

(3a)  (Z, /o) >0 for every basic closed L situated in A ;

(3b) There exists an open set ß containing A and ei>0 such that (Z, /0)

^eia(Z) for every closed polyhedron L situated in ß; or

(3c)   (i) /o(x, J) SïO, whenever x is in A ;

(ii) foix, J)+/o(x, — J) >0,/or x in A and J^O;

(iii) The zerosi6) of fo are contained in a closed subset X of A satisfying the

hypotheses of (12.1)(7).

Proof. Since C is rectifiable and contained in A, T is nonvoid. Suppose

(3a) or (3b) holds. By Theorem (1.4), an exact integrand 0 and an e>0 exist

such that foix, J) —0(x, J)^e|j| for all x in A and all J. The integrand

fo—0 is thus positive definite. Since 0 is linear in J by (4.4) and/0 is semi-

regular, /o—0 is semi-regular. By the existence theorem cited above for posi-

tive definite, semi-regular integrands, an Z0 in Y exists such that (Z0,/o—0)

SiL,fo-ib) for all Z in Y. By (6.3), X(Z0) =X(Z) for all Z in Y. Then, for all
Z in r,

(Zo, fo) = (Zo, fo - 0) + (Zo, (b) = (Zo, /, - 0) + (X(Zo), <p)

S (Z, fo-4>) + (X(Z), <b) = (Z, /o - 0) + (Z, </>) = (Z, /„);

i.e., Zo is a solution for the minimum problem (13.1).

Suppose (3c) holds. Let Zx be basic closed and situated in A. If Li is not

situated in X, then (Zi,/0)>0 since /0 is non-negative and strictly positive

for x in A —X and Jf^O. If, on the other hand, Li is situated in X then, by

(12.2), Zi is concentrated at a point x0 of X. Let iA(J) =/o(x0, J). Then 0(AJ)

= bpiJ) for A^O, and ^ is convex since/0 is semi-regular. Since the domain

S3 of iA is a linear space (every skew symmetric 3X3 matrix J being of rank

0 or 2), it follows from these properties and (3c) (ii) that a linear function

0(J) exists such that 0(J) <\piJ) for J^O. As noted in the remarks following

(4.5), 0 is an exact integrand. Then since Li is closed, non-negative, and not

0:

0 = (Zi, 0) < (Zi, *) = (Lu fo).

Thus (3c) implies (3a). This completes the proof of (13.2).

14. Generalized minimum problems. Minimum problems of the type of

(13.1) may cease to have solutions identifiable as surfaces in the ordinary

(6) A point Xo in R3 is called a zero of/o if /o(xo, J) = 0 for at least one J^O.

C) This theorem remains true if C merely occupies 2-dimensional Hausdorff measure 0 and

T is nonvoid (see footnote 5)-.
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sense if the condition of semi-regularity of the integrand /o is dropped. To

establish a general principle of minimum applicable to nonregular as well

as regular problems, we therefore define to be a generalized solution (or, gen-

eralized surface solution) the limit of a w* convergent minimizing sequence

of Dirichlet surfaces. The existence of a generalized solution is insured as

soon as a minimizing sequence with bounded norms ( = Lebesgue areas) and

situated in a fixed bounded subset of Rm exists [18, p. 64, Principle of Mini-

mum]. We note further that by (Al) and (A4) below, the existence of a gen-

eralized solution to the minimum problem yu = inf (£, fo) over a set Y of

Dirichlet surfaces situated in a bounded subset of Rm is equivalent to the

existence of a solution in the w* closed convex span c(r) of Y. This is in turn

equivalent to the existence of a hyperplane of support to c(Y) of the form

(Z, fo) =M-
Appendix

In this appendix we prove two results ((Al) and (A4)) on extreme points,

which we have referred to above. (A4) is a minor extension of the well known

Krein-Milman theorem [8]. For completeness we give a direct proof of (Al)

rather than attempt to deduce it from the bounded case, which is known

(cf. Milman [ll]), but apparently much less well known than the Krein-

Milman theorem. The proof of (Al) given applies with only trivial modifica-

tions in establishing Milman's result, namely, that the extreme points of the

w* closed convex span of an arbitrary bounded subset Y of the conjugate of

a Banach space lie in the w* closure of Y.

(Al) Let A(ZRm be compact. Then every extreme point of the w* closed

convex span c(r) of a set Y of non-negative linear functionals L situated in A is

the w* limit of a sequence in Y.

Proof. Suppose (Al) false. Then an extreme point Z0 of c(r), and a w*

neighborhood

7Y = A(Z0; e;/i, •■•,/„)=   [LU (Z, /,-) - (Z„,/y)| <e, j = X, ■ ■ ■ , v]

exist such that N(~\Y is void. By adjoining/„ to the set/i, •••,/» if neces-

sary, one can suppose that/i=/„. Let A7'i = 7V(Z0; e/2;/i, • • • ,/„). Since Z0 is

in c(r), Zo is the w* limit of a directed sequence of convex combinations

«or

Lia  =    /   .  ^i'a-Lta

t'=l

of elements Lia of Y. Since L0 = w* lim„ La, all La are in Ni for a>a0. Sup-

pose that

| (£,«, /y)  -  (£„, /y) |   < e/2

for all j = X, ■ ■ ■ , v. Then a straightforward verification shows that Lia

would be in N for a>a0, which is not possible since all Z,-a are in T and TH\N
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is void. Hence each i= X, 2, • • • , ia for a>ao is in at least one of the sets

Q+ij, a) = [i\ (£,„,/,-) - (Za,/y) è e/2j;

QrU, «) = [»| {Lu,Si) - (Lcfi) S -e/2}.

Let

k^if, a) =     X     A<a.
i'6g±(j.a)

Then for a>a0,

X [k+(j,a) + k-(j,a)] ^ Í2kia= X.
y=i i-i

Hence at least one A* (7, a) =Aaïïl/2i'.  Let Ça denote the corresponding

Q±(j, ol), and

-L'a «^a        /   j      iviaLjiçf

Since /i=/o and all Z in question are non-negative,

(A2) a(£„) = (£„, /1) < (Zo, /,) + e/2 = a(£„) + e/2

for a>a0. It follows that a(Z^) Sk^aiL«) S2vaiLa) <2m(Zo) +ve. Since the

set of all Z situated in A with norms bounded by 2miL0) +ve is w* compact

and X/2vSkaSX for a>a0, subdirected sequences (A^), (Z¿) of (A„), iL'a) and

A, Z' exist such that A = lim/s A3 and L' = w* lim^ Z¿.

Now for each a>a0,

Aa I   (,La, _/y) (¿<a> /;) I    — X     kuKLiaJi)   -   (£«,/,■)]
¡6«,

€ 6

è A„—^ —
2       4v

for at least one j by the choice of Qa. Since there are only a finite number of

f¡, passage to the limit gives

(A3) A I (£', /■) - (Z0, fi) I ^ 6/4*

for at least one j.

Xi k = X, then L'=LB, contrary to (A3). Hence A<1. Now all L'ß are in

c(r) by their definition; hence £' is in c(T) since c(Y) is w* closed. Since kß—>k

<X,

L'ß   = (1 - kß)-\Lß - kßL'ß)

converges w* to L" = (1 -A)-1(Zo-AZ') and £0 = AZ' + (1-A)Z". All ££' are

in c(r); hence, Z" is in c(r). Since Z0 is an extreme point of c(r), L0 = L' = L",

contradicting (A3). Thus every extreme point Z0 of c(Y) is a w* limit point

of T. Since the w* topology is metrizable by the McShane distance in the set
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of non-negative linear functionals situated in A, each such extreme point is

the limit of a sequence in Y.

(A4) Let A (ZRm be compact and /0 in Em~A. Then the minimum p.

= inf (Z, fo) over a w* closed convex set Y of non-negative linear functionals L

situated in A is attained at an extreme point of Y if it is attained at all in Y.

Proof. The set Ti of L in Y for which (Z, fo) =» is w* closed, convex, and

by hypothesis nonempty. Since a(£) = (Z, /<,) for £ non-negative, an £1 in

Ti of smallest norm exists. The set T2 of Z in Y such that a(Z)=a(Zi) and

(£, fo) =M is w* compact and convex. By the Krein-Milman theorem [8], an

extreme point £0 of T2 exists. It follows easily from the linearity of a(£) and

(Z,/o) that Zo is also an extreme point of Y, which proves (A4).
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